Chomp Of The Meat-Eating Vegetables: A Branches Book (The Notebook Of Doom #4)
Synopsis
What could be more monstrous than giant vegetable monsters?! This series is part of Scholastic’s early chapter book line called Branches, which is aimed at newly independent readers. With easy-to-read text, high-interest content, fast-paced plots, and illustrations on every page, these books will boost reading confidence and stamina. Branches books help readers grow! In this fourth book, Alexander is still on the look-out for monsters. Now he thinks they’re at school.... The lunch menu is NOT normal -- instead of good-for-you meals, there’s ice cream and pie every day. His whole class is crying. And his friend Rip goes missing. Alexander must battle giant meat-eating vegetables before the whole town becomes veggie dinner! Filled with humor, suspense, and zany black-and-white illustrations, this book will keep kids turning the pages!
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Customer Reviews
I ordered these books for my son for Christmas. They arrived well packaged and undamaged. Fast shipping which was nice. He loves these books! I have not read them but our son read one to my husband and he said they were really fun books. Our son is 9 and hates to read! He is an excellent reader but would rather play video games all day if we would let him. For him to ask for the whole
set and to see him re-reading the ones from school tells me they must be pretty awesome books.

This series is great for my 8-year old son who is picky when it comes to books he likes to read. He tends to go for nonfiction books, but this series has him laughing out loud in his bed and night and begging for the next book in the series. I’m happy to purchase these as I know I can resell the whole set and they are relatively inexpensive per book for quality reading time.

We found the first Notebook of Doom book at my son’s school book fair. We have subsequently ordered #2-4 from and each is funnier than the last. I have a 7-year old son who will read them in one-two sittings and a 4-year old daughter who loves them so much that I have been reading them aloud to her. There are 2 make and 1 female protagonists. The books are just scary enough to not be hokey but never too scary for even my pre-school daughter. And they keep you guessing with great plot twists. We are hooked! I hope Cummings publishes more soon!

As with the rest of the Notebook of Doom series these are wonderful reads, for both children and adults. This one happens to be my favorite so far (yes, it helps when the books your children are reading are something you’d read, too!) I absolutely love that my son is hooked on the series, and we both look forward to each new release!

My 7 year old is a slightly reluctant reader and so I am always on lookout for books he’d finish without being asked to read. This series has proved very popular with him and he has enjoyed every single book in it.

My son absolutely loves this series of books. We have struggled trying to find books that interest my 8 year old. This series is a winner! He tracks whenever a new book is being released and willingly sits down to read it after the book arrives!

My 7 year old daughter loved these books! Totally got her sucked into reading. Good stories for the both of us :)

Bought this whole series (1-4) for my son who is in first grade and he loves them! He loves getting read to before he goes to bed, but these have by far been his favorite! So glad we found these books on , and at a great price!
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